It is well known that electrostatic fields in tokamaks can vary on relatively short scale lengths, approaching the ion banana width. The resulting "squeezed" ion orbits are associated with significantly reduced neoclassical transport. It is shown here that an analogous process occurs, for steeper field variation, at the level of particle gyration: potentials varying on a scale comparable to the ion gyro-radius distort gyro-orbits and thus modify classical transport. The gyro-distortion can take one of three forms, depending upon the sign and size of the electric field shear; reduction in orbit width occurs only in a potential well. In this case, and assuming that the ion density and temperature vary slowly on the scale of the shrunken orbit, we compute the classical ion heat flux. It is shown that this flux is reduced by a factor of S −2 , where
I. Introduction
Transport perpendicular to the magnetic field in a magnetic confinement system is characterized by two disparate scale lengths, given by the electron and ion gyro-radii respectively:
The density and temperature of both species cannot change appreciably over scale lengths comparable to their respective gyro-radii; the typical perpendicular scale length is larger than ρ i for both species. However, in special regions of the discharge, such as near the separatrix of a diverted tokamak, or near the limiter radius, it can happen that the electron density or, especially, the electron temperature can vary more sharply, on a scale approaching the ion gyro-radius and considerably shorter than the scale for ion variation [1] - [3] .
When the radial electric field in a toroidal confinement system changes sufficiently rapidly with radius, r-that is, when the second radial derivative of the electrostatic potential Φ(r)
is sufficiently large-guiding-center orbits are modified: they become narrower in radius, their radial width being reduced by the (poloidal) "squeeze-factor"
where the primes denote radial derivatives, B p is the poloidal component of the confining magnetic field and Ω p is the ion gyro-frequency in the poloidal field. The p-subscript, which is not used in previous work, is included here to distinguish squeezing in the poloidal field with shrinking in the full magnetic field, to be discussed presently. One result of this orbit distortion, which occurs for |S p | 1, is a reduction in neoclassical transport; it has been shown [4] that ion heat conduction, for example, is reduced by a factor of S
The purpose of this work is to show that a very similar process occurs at the more elementary level of gyration, even in the absence of guiding-center drifts. Thus we consider a plasma magnetized in a uniform magnetic field and show that when the squeeze factor
has appropriate size, gyro-orbits are distorted, and, when S > 1, reduced in size. In (1), B is of course the magnetic field and Ω the gyro-frequency. The result in this case (which requires much sharper variation of Φ) is to reduce transport by a factor of S −2 . Thus we find that sheared electric fields can markedly reduce classical collisional transport.
However the nature of the distorted gyro-orbits differs sufficiently from that of the distorted guiding-center orbits that we use a different name: we refer to the process studied in this paper as orbit shrinking rather than squeezing. The point of this nomenclature will become clear in the following section.
II. Gyro-orbits in sheared electric fields
Conventional magnetized orbit theory is not applicable in the present context, because we need to consider electrostatic potentials that vary over the particle gyro-radius. Therefore we return to the Lorentz force law,
where m is the mass, and e is the charge.
Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) are convenient; the uniform magnetic field lies in the zdirection,
and the electrostatic potential depends only on x. Then the E × B drift is given by
It is helpful to write the particle velocity as
where v is the velocity along the magnetic field and w(t) will describe the modified gyromotion. One quickly finds that w(t) satisfies the equation
There is no general analytic solution because of the x-dependence on the right-hand side.
However numerical solution is straightforward, and shows that the key features of the solution are accurately represented by the following parabolic model:
Then the coefficient in (3)
is constant, and analytic solution is easy. Three types of solution emerge:
1. When S < 0, the trajectory is unbounded and essentially unmagnetized: ions simply accelerate in the direction of the electric field. Electric field shear has demagnetized the orbits.
2. When 0 < S < 1, gyro-orbits become elliptical, and wider in both transverse directions than they would be without electric field shear. We have, in other words, expanded gyro-orbits.
3. When S > 1, gyro-orbits are again elliptical, but in this case they are shrunk: smaller than the conventional gyro-orbits corresponding to the same field. The shrinking applies to both transverse directions, but, perhaps surprisingly, it is more pronounced in the y-direction than in the (x)-direction of the electric field shear. It is for this reason that the word "squeeze" seems inappropriate.
All three cases are of some interest, and we will comment on the significance of each.
However, most of our attention will be devoted to orbits of type 3; obviously transport reduction is associated only with this case.
Both types of elliptical orbits are described by the modified gyro-frequency
and by the equations
By integrating (6) we find
Then substitution into
yields, after integration,
Here X and Y are constants of the motion that can be identified with the corresponding coordinates of the guiding-center position.
The orbit is evidently characterized by elliptical gyration, with elliptic axes
By comparing these lengths to the conventional gyro-radius w/Ω, we see that S > 1 corresponds to orbit contraction-by a factor of S −1/2 in x and a factor of S −1 in y-as described previously.
Both the expanded and demagnetized orbits correspond to Φ < 0, a potential peak;
orbit shrinking occurs only in the vicinity of a potential well, where Φ > 0. Note that a wave-like disturbance will cause all three types of distortion if it is sufficiently strong. If Φ is the electrostatic potential associated with some wave, such as a drift wave, then orbit modification as described here will be important when
where ρ is the conventional ion gyro-radius. Most drift waves have much smaller amplitude;
however, disturbances satisfying (9) are sometimes observed in the edge region of tokamak plasmas.
The region close to a bounding wall of a magnetized plasma is called the "gyro-sheath" when the magnetic field lines are parallel, or nearly parallel, to the wall. The gyro-sheath associated with a quiescent plasma can easily exhibit distortion of ion gyro-orbits, since the sheath scale is comparable to ρ and eΦ sheath /T ≥ 1. Yet to our knowledge orbit modification has not been taken into account in studies of the gyro-sheath.
III. Conserved energy
It is obvious that the particle trajectories conserve the total energy
However the form of the energy in terms of the guiding-center position X is of interest, and needed in the following section. Hence we write
and substitute x = X − (w/Ω * ) sin Ω * t. When (6) and (7) are used for the components of w we find, as expected, that all time dependence disappears from U . In terms of X and w, the energy function takes the form
particular that, since
U * is not isotropic in velocity in the usual sense. In other words the energy is isotropic in velocity at any point x, but not at a fixed guiding-center position X.
It is noteworthy that the X-dependence of U * can be expressed in terms of Φ alone.
Thus we find that 1 2 mv
whence the alternative expression for U * ,
Here all the X-dependence is in the last term.
IV. Kinetic theory
Our orbit-shrinking model corresponds to a very simple kinetic equation. Using the decomposition of (2), we find that the steady-state distribution f (x, w, v ) satisfies
where C is the collision operator. Here we restrict attention to the squeezed case, where cΦ /B > 0. Convenient coordinates for the perpendicular velocity w are then (w, γ) where
and we have
case, where it quickly provides the standard formula for classical transport. The present case is distinctive, however, for two reasons. First, the elliptical orbits give the gyro-phase angle γ a different geometrical character, changing the interplay between collisions and gyration; the significance of this change will be seen presently. Second, the steep variation of Φ( x) forces us to replace the usual small gyro-radius ordering by one based on large S. Explicitly we assume that the ion distribution varies slowly on the scale of the shrunken orbit width.
This implies, in particular,
It is then convenient to introduce the variable
and let
The kinetic equation for F is simply
It is to be solved, not in the limit of small ρ, but rather in the limit of large S. Note also that we assume the collision frequency to be small compared to the gyro-frequency.
We thus expand the distribution in powers of S −1/2 :
Evidently F 0 = F 0 (X, w) is independent of γ, while the correction satisfies
In the conventional case with S = 1, one can prove that (17) has a solution only if F 0 is Maxwellian. That proof does not carry over to the shrunken-orbit case, essentially because the γ-average of the collision operator does not coincide with the collision operator itself,
even when C acts on a γ-independent function. This complication is associated with the fact that the shrinking of gyro-orbits can occur in a manner inconsistent with local transport theory.
Indeed a local transport description is possible only when the ion density and temperature vary slowly, as anticipated in the introduction and as described by (14). In that case we can choose F 0 to be a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution,
with v T (X) = 2T (X)/m and U * is given by (10).
We next use (14) to expand N and T in the obvious way; for example,
Then our lowest order distribution takes the form
and
Notice that we cannot expand the fast spatial variation that occurs in U * . In order to obtain a local account of transport induced by distorted gyro-motion, we must remove this rapid spatial variation. To this end we introduce the radial average of any arbitrary function
where the integration is performed over a range ∆ that is large compared to the shrunken orbit width, but small compared to the scale length for variation of density and temperature.
The normalization factor ∆ * is chosen to make the averaged velocity integral of F 0 0 yield the local (that is, within the width ∆) density n(x):
Explicitly one finds that
Here the slow x-dependence of T is to be held fixed during the spatial integration.
V. Heat flux
The ion heat flux in the (x)-direction of interest is defined by
Now recall that ambipolarity forces the ion particle flux, Γ, to equal the electron particle flux, which is proportional to the electron gyro-radius. In other words
is negligible. We use this fact repeatedly below to neglect terms proportional to Γ; in particular,
To eliminate the fast variation of the potential we next perform the local radial average of this quantity, as in (21). Thus the heat flux in the case of orbit shrinking is given by
Since
it is clear that F 0 cannot contribute:
We note that
in order to write
Here of course the velocity integral is performed at fixed x; however, in view of the radial average, we can as well perform the velocity integral at fixed guiding-center position X. In other words we have
where the velocity integrals on the right-hand side are performed at fixed X. With this change we can integrate by parts in gyro-phase γ to obtain
Next we use the kinetic equation (17) to express q s in terms of F 0 :
Here, consistently with our neglect of the particle flux, the collision operator is approximated by the like-species term C ii . It is then clear that the Maxwellian F 0 0 does not contribute,
where the l superscript on C l indicates the linearized ion-ion operator.
We can sidestep the complicated integro-differential form of C l by the following artifice.
First transform the integration variables from (X, v , w, γ) back to (x, v). The velocity integral is then performed at fixed x, like the operations in C l , and we have
Here We next observe that the right-hand side of (26) is proportional to the conventional classical heat flux (see, for example, [5] ):
Therefore (25) takes the form
Finally we note that the radial average here is unity, according to the definition of (22).
Therefore q s = S −2 q c and we can use the known classical result [5] to conclude
where τ i is the ion collision time.
VI. Conclusion
We have shown that classical gyro-orbits can be strongly modified by a sufficiently steep electric field gradient. Orbits are either demagnetized (S < 0), expanded (0 < S < 1), or shrunk (S > 1). This distorted orbit topology can modify the gyro-sheath in the plasma-wall interface. It may also affect the stability of short wavelength modes in plasmas.
The impact on classical transport has been examined for the shrunk gyro-orbits in the case of S > 1. It is shown that classical ion heat conductivity is reduced by a factor of S 2 .
